CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS

5.1. Conclusion

From this study, we can conclude several things. First, respondents are from educated family. The respondents background can be divided into two categories; working-family and non-working family. Second, the respondents encounter inconsistency in the expectations because they have changing of expectations after learning in the English Department. An interesting fact about the result shown is that even though these students are learning in English Teaching Department, their dream is not always about being a teacher or educator. Only few of them choose to continue being English educator.

Third, in order to achieve their expectations, after graduating from the department they plan to apply for jobs according to their interests and starting /their own businesses. Some of them also plan to pursue higher degree and taking various subject, which can enhance their occupation prospect. Fourth, the study shows that even if an individual does not plan on being an educator or teacher, studying in English Teaching Department is still considered beneficial because of the language skill learned which can be useful in any field of occupation.
5.2. Suggestions

This study has several weaknesses. First, the instrument needs to be developed well. The instrument which is used lacks in accuracy, therefore future researchers adapting the same topic need to consider developing the questions and instrument to get more relevant answers. Because of its inaccuracy, this instrument is not complete. Moreover, it is suggested that future researchers also use more instruments such as interview. This study only involve questionnaire in collecting data. Using more than an instrument might strengthen and enrich the data.

Second, this study still lacks in supporting theories and previous studies. It is highly recommended for future researchers who take the same topic to do more exploration on the theories especially on how learning English affecting individuals’ expectations. Also, future researchers who take the same topic might also need to specify the key words because this study is still considered too general.

Last, this study shows findings which assert that respondents encounter changing of expectations. It is suggested for future researcher to explore more on the cause of these changes.
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